Introduction

The modern logistics emphasis the planning and movement of goods and information throughout supply chain. Effective logistics requires information that is both accurate and timely. The two most critical sources of inaccuracy are those related to demand projections and to customer requirements. The speed of information flow is also critical. Advances in telecommunications and computer technology, and especially the capabilities provided through electronic data exchange systems have dramatically enhanced the timeliness of logistical communication. Supply Chain Management is a fundamental concept of logistics that has evolved to enable organizations to improve their efficiency and effectiveness in the global and highly competitive environment in the twenty-first century. This conception comprises processes connected with the planning, realization and the evaluation connected with flow of materials of equipment, information, human resources among organizations to assure effective and fast delivery the material products and the services among supplier and the customer. This conception has on aim such planning, steering and the control the logistic processes – from place gain over the raw materials, across production to final buyer to be able to offer the suitable goods in proper place and the time, in proper quantity and the quality, near well-founded costs with utilization the modern technology of information.

The Supply the Chain the Management comprises:
– planning and forecasting of purchases,
– suppliers choice and folding orders,
– projecting and the development of products (near commitment of all the partners like the customers and the suppliers)
the realization of operating processes (like the projecting, sale, processing the materials, and packing);
the distribution (hugging orders from customer, development of the tradesman net, delivery the goods the customer, invoicing, money transfer of due amount);
the relations among suppliers and the customer after sale (the reactions on attention and complaints, after sale service services such how: the installing the, training, the guarantee services and the after guarantee services, technical advising, and also often the receipt of product after use)\(^1\).

To the most important advantages connected with supply chain management one should notice:

- the prevention the potential losses across exact coordinating the flow of information of relating both far-reaching prognoses of the customers’ demand, as and the actual demand in data period\(^2\). This is available through co-operation connected with monitoring the state of stores and the forecasting customers’ needs (across analysis of productive cycles of individual assortments);
- utilization of the suppliers’ identification system (which could eliminate potential mistakes);
- fast and the effective transport (the possibility of on-line interaction) across introduction the customers from current the offer (which is enlarged by introducing the product innovations), checking the suppliers store-house, evaluation of new product projecting ability (in this process very important role could play the customers who define their expectations, verify and validate the concept as well as documentation and prototypes);
- the possibility of direct reaction on the customers’ problems (the complaints, technical advising, the undertaking of corrective actions (the removing of breakdown) at customer across quick dispatch the interventionist service groups\(^3\).
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1. The role of Internet in building relationship in supply chain

More and more enterprises to effectively build relationships with customers, including the use of the Internet. In many cases, the role of full basic communication channel being a two-way flow of contracts, negotiations, sales documents, as well as maintenance service on-line, and evaluation of customer satisfaction (for comments, complaints, surveys, evaluation of suppliers and products offered by him). This allows the rapid exchange of information, which enables both a more comprehensive support for buyers, as well as reducing its cost. Websites suppliers increasingly used as a source of information on the quality of products, where the published technical specifications of products (often with pictures and drawings), system certifications and certificates and approvals for products, as well as the opinions and recommendations of users. This form of communication effectively influences shaping the image of businesses and building customer trust them.

2. The role of ERP in building relationship in supply chain

These possibilities give the firms of solution computer classes MRP (Material Requirements Planning). The role of the MRP systems is the optimizing of the planning which serves defining material needs. The basis their functioning is the plan of production of final goods (the master production schedule), which it is subject to plans of supply in ensembles, the components as well as the elementary parts (bill of material).

The next generation of development of systems is ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) conception.
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The main aim of this system enterprise is the integration of all rungs of management. His uses allows on quick decision making processes which is realized on-line. ERP hugs comprises such areas as:

- the customers’ service (the supervising of the data base about customers, service of standard orders and non-standard, electronic the transfer of documents);
- the production management (the store-house service, costs of production service, purchases of materials, the establishing of production plans, monitoring of the road in individual processes of product of realization);
- the finances (the supervising of book-keeping, control of flow of accountants’ documents, and preparation of financial reports).

These systems allow the planning and the management of the enterprise resources not only in reference to effective utilization materials but also to workers and the financial assets. The implementation of ERP one should treat as complex project for several years. As main goals initiating the ERP indicate the improvement of efficiency of business processes as well as the reduction of costs of operating activity. Realization of these aims should allow for improvement of the company image across increasing level of products technical quality the customers’ service, enlargement the productive abilities as well as the growth of sale. Enterprise Resource Planning systems require sure and quickly delivered information. To achieve this many companies use the techniques of automatic identification of goods (support by code bar) as well as the electronic forms of information based on EDI Electronic Data Interchange) conception.

3. The role of EDI in building relationship in supply chain

The electronic exchange of information during folding the orders (e-procurement) allow to short the time of exchange of documents (sending of requirements
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questions, orders, confirmation of orders as well as the invoices) among the partners as well as to lower the costs of transaction. Very often electronic exchange of information has the place in after sales services. Many enterprises using this form of communication allow their clients to folding complaint and suggestions, supply the technical service advising and propose new solutions also. One of systems which facilitates such on-line exchange of information is the EDI. This solution permits exchange of data (in form of transaction documents) between computer systems. On the development of this solution had the impact such companies like IBM, Ford, General Electric, and General Motors. These concerns they extorted from their suppliers as well as the clients applying this system.

EDI can be used both inside enterprise, uniting individual his parts as this system is considerably more effective also, when oneself it applies him to sending data between suppliers and distributors. More and more often complies solution, which is being connection of Internet and EDI. The being connection of Internet more and more often complies solution and EDI like Lite EDI as well ad WEB EDI. This system allows on applying the documents which are available through the Internet. It improves used sending documents in trade aims and to state administration. EDI Systems are being created for particular sectors and also on use one firm (customized) and its contacts with suppliers in range: exchange of trade documents, electronic transfer of payment, exchange of technical data.

The applying of these systems permitted the enterprises to achieve many organizational advantages like:

- the improvement the circulation of documents among partners,
- acceleration access to trade information,
- the improvement of quality of offered services,
- the reduction of mistakes and the enlargement the exactitude of passed on information,
- the limitation of paper documents,
- improvement of payment flow.

Use of EDI in our country requires fulfillment several conditions: the higher quality of telecommunication connections as well as equipment of the computer partners’ systems in the conversional software to generating and the receiving
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the electronic documents. It in many countries also in Poland more and more often are implementing the solutions which are based on EDIFACT standard recommended by United Nation.

To building the partnership of suppliers with their clients especially on B2B market, more and more enterprises contribute an effective and fast form of communications, which comprise exchange of information, using the electronic forms\textsuperscript{11}. Very often this communication holds before accomplishment of transaction. Many suppliers in-put on Internet their offers (in form of catalogues, and the multimedia solutions), certificates of products and quality management systems which conform the customer requirements, search enquiry documents (for standard as well as non-standard products). They give also the possibility of contact with trade advisers and technical advisers in range of individual technical and organizational solutions.
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BUILDING A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTNERS
IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN USING ONLINE COMMUNICATION

Summary

The building partnerships with suppliers, contributes increasingly effective and fast communication. Currently, most often takes the form of exchange of information, using electronic means of communication. Relationship management in the supply chain allows the participants to see the significant benefits that affect strongly on improving the efficiency and effectiveness of processes, thus lowering the impact on operating costs for both suppliers and customers. Through effective communication between the partners carried out it is possible to prevent potential losses by coordinating the flow of information for both prospective customer demand forecasts and actual demand in the period. This is achieved by working closely linked to the monitoring of stocks and needs of clients (through the analysis of various ranges of production cycles). Building these relationships allows for quick and effective communication (the ability to interact on-line) by familiarizing customers with current product offerings (taking into account the innovations introduced), check product availability in stock suppliers, as well as an assessment of the supplier’s ability to design or produce the necessary volume of the deadline. Effective communication processes run allow the formation of close relationships with suppliers posed by the precise definition of the technical requirements (in terms of quality parameters and to have the necessary infrastructure) and organizational (implementation of operational improvement tools).
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